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Executive Summary 

E3 was contracted by the Bonneville Power Administration to conduct an independent study of the value 

of the lower Snake River dams (“LSR dams”) to the Northwest power system. The dams provide 

approximately 3,500 megawatts (“MW”) of total capacity1 and approximately 2,300 MW of firm peaking 

capability2 to support regional reliability. They also generate approximately 900 average MW of zero-

carbon energy each year3, provide essential grid services such as operating reserves and voltage support, 

and operational flexibility to support renewable integration. If the dams are breached, these power 

services will need to be replaced to ensure the Northwest power system can continue to provide reliable 

electricity service. Replacing the dams is complicated by the clean energy policies adopted either 

statutorily or voluntarily by jurisdictions and utilities throughout the region, which will necessitate a 

transformation of the power system over time toward non-emitting resources even as electricity demand 

grows substantially due to electrification of the transportation and building sectors.  

This study uses E3’s Northwest RESOLVE model to study optimal capacity expansion scenarios with and 

without the lower Snake River dams, to determine the replacement resources and cost impacts to replace 

the dams’ power output. RESOLVE is an optimal capacity expansion and dispatch model that determines 

a least-cost set of investment and operational strategies to enable the “Core Northwest” region – 

consisting of Washington, Oregon, Northern Idaho, and Western Montana – to achieve its long-term clean 

energy policy goals at least-cost, while ensuring resource adequacy and operational reliability. RESOLVE 

has been used in several prior studies of electricity sector decarbonization in the Pacific Northwest4. Using 

RESOLVE allows for a dynamic optimization that considers replacement resource needs in the context of 

long-term system load and policy drivers, not just the near-term resource mix and needs of the system 

today. The dams are assumed to be breached in 2032, except for one sensitivity that considered 2024 

breaching. 

 

1 Hydro traditionally operates above nameplate and closer to overload capacity (~15% above nameplate) and FERC uses these 
peak generation values in hydro licensing. The “total capacity” refers to the overload capacity, not the nameplate capacity. 
Historical peak generation was 3,431 MW. 

2 LSR dam firm capacity contributions are estimated using the PNUCC regional hydropower 65% capacity value, which was 
validated by looking at LSR Dam wintertime power and reserve provision during low hydro conditions. Additionally, E3 
considered estimates on the impact of a lower firm capacity value in the results chapter. 

3 The data for the LSR dams was adjusted to reflect the Preferred Alternative operations defined in the Columbia River Systems 
Operation Environmental Impact Statement (CRSO EIS). E3’s RESOLVE model uses 2001, 2005, and 2011 hydro years, which 
resulted in ~700 average MW of lower Snake River dams generation, making it a conservative estimate of the dams’ GHG-
free energy value. 

4 Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario Analysis, December 2017, https://www.ethree.com/projects/study-policies-
decarbonize-electric-sector-northwest-public-generating-pool-2017-present/; Pacific Northwest Zero-Emitting Resources 
Study, January 2020, https://www.ethree.com/e3-examines-role-of-nuclear-power-in-a-deeply-decarbonized-pacific-
northwest/  
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Figure 1. Northwest Installed Capacity Mix in Scenarios with the Lower Snake River Dams 

 

 

When the power services provided by the dams are removed from the regional power system, RESOLVE 

selects an optimal, i.e., least-cost portfolio of replacement resources that meets the Northwest’s clean 

energy and system reliability needs. These replacement resources require a large investment and come 

at a substantial cost that increase over time as the region’s clean energy goals become more stringent. In 

the latter years, the replacement costs are highly dependent on scenario-specific assumptions about the 

availability of emerging technologies. RESOLVE primarily replaces the carbon-free energy from the dams 

with additional wind power and the firm capacity with dual fuel natural gas and hydrogen combustion 

plants. Small amounts of additional energy efficiency and battery storage are also selected in some 

scenarios. By 2045, the dual fuel plants added burn additional hydrogen on low wind days to replace the 

carbon-free energy provided by the dams. Scenario 2b selects additional nuclear SMRs in lieu of some of 

the wind and gas resources. Scenario 2c disallows the new combustion plants, even those that would burn 

green hydrogen, and other emerging technologies, requiring a very large buildout of wind and solar power 

to replace both the firm capacity and the carbon-free energy of the dams. 

The long-term emissions impact of removing the generation of the lower Snake River dams will depend 

on the implementation of the Oregon and Washington electric clean energy policies. Both a 100% clean 

retail sales and a zero-carbon emissions target require replacement of most or all of the LSR dams’ GHG-

free energy. However, without additional earlier carbon-free resource investments beyond those 

modeled in this study to meet clean energy policy trajectories, carbon emissions may increase initially 

when the dams are breached, before declining by 2045 as the carbon policy becomes more stringent. 
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 Emerging technologies such as hydrogen, advanced nuclear, and carbon capture can limit the 

cost of replacement resources to meet a zero emissions electric system, but the pace of their 

commercialization is highly uncertain 

• In economy-wide deep decarbonization scenarios, replacement without any emerging 

technologies requires very large renewable resource additions at a very high cost (12 

GW of wind and solar at $75.2 billion NPV cost) 
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Background 

E3 was contracted by the Bonneville Power Administration to conduct an independent study of the value 

of the lower Snake River dams (“LSR dams”) to the Northwest power system. The dams provide 

approximately 3,500 megawatts (“MW”) of total capacity8 and approximately 2,300 MW of firm peaking 

capability9 to support regional reliability. They also generate approximately 900 average MW of zero-

carbon energy each year, provide essential grid services such as operating reserves and voltage support, 

and operational flexibility to support renewable integration. Figure 2 shows the power services that are 

the focus of this study and those that are out of scope. 

Figure 2. Power Services Considered for Replacement in this Study 

 
* Hydro traditionally operates above nameplate and closer to overload capacity (~15% above nameplate) and FERC uses these peak generation values in 

hydro licensing. Historical peak generation was 3,431 MW. 

** Firm capacity assumed in this study is consistent with the ~65% Northwest hydro capacity value assumed by PNUCC (the Pacific Northwest Utilities 

Conference Committee). 

*** Average GW means that on average across an average year the plant generated at 0.9 GW, though its hourly output may be above or below that 

amount. The data for the LSR dams was adjusted to reflect the Preferred Alternative operations defined in the Columbia River Systems Operation 

Environmental Impact Statement (“CRSO EIS”). E3 s RESOLVE model uses 2001, 2005, and 2011 hydro years, which resulted in ~700 average MW of lower 

Snake River dams generation, making it a conservative estimate of the dams  GHG-free energy value.  

If the dams are breached, these power services will need to be replaced to ensure the Northwest power 

system can continue to provide reliable electricity service. Replacing the dams is complicated by the clean 

energy policies adopted either statutorily or voluntarily by jurisdictions and utilities throughout the region, 

 

8 Hydro traditionally operates above nameplate and closer to overload capacity (~15% above nameplate) and FERC uses these 
peak generation values in hydro licensing. The “total capacity” refers to the overload capacity, not the nameplate capacity. 
Historical peak generation was 3,431 MW. 

9 LSR dam firm capacity contributions are estimated using the PNUCC regional hydropower 65% capacity value, which was 
validated by looking at LSR Dam wintertime power and reserve provision during low hydro conditions. Additionally, E3 
considered estimates on the impact of a lower firm capacity value in the results chapter. 
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which will necessitate a transformation of the power system over time toward non-emitting resources 

even as electricity demand grows substantially due to electrification of the transportation and building 

sectors.  

This study uses E3’s Northwest RESOLVE model to study optimal capacity expansion scenarios with and 

without the lower Snake River dams, to determine the replacement resources and cost impacts to replace 

the dams’ power output. RESOLVE is an optimal capacity expansion and dispatch model that determines 

a least-cost set of investment and operational strategies to enable the “Core Northwest” region – 

consisting of Washington, Oregon, Northern Idaho and Western Montana – to achieve its long-term clean 

energy policy goals at least-cost, while ensuring resource adequacy and operational reliability. RESOLVE 

has been used in several prior studies of electricity sector decarbonization in the Pacific Northwest10. 

Using RESOLVE allows for a dynamic optimization that considers replacement resource needs in the 

context of long-term system load and policy drivers, not just the near-term resource mix and needs of the 

system today. The dams are assumed to be breached in 2032, except for one sensitivity that considered 

2024 breaching.11 

Key Study Questions:  

 What additional resources would be needed to replace the power services provided by the LSR Dams 

through 2045? 

 What is the net cost to BPA ratepayers? 

 How do costs and resource needs change under different types of clean energy futures? 

 How much does replacing the dams rely on emerging, not-yet-commercialized technologies? 

This study builds off previous LSR dams replacement analysis by using a least-cost optimization-based 

modeling framework to replace the dams’ power services. This optimization ensures that the region meets 

its aggressive clean energy policy goals, including both decarbonization of electricity as well as high 

electrification load growth consistent with economy-wide decarbonization goals set by Oregon and 

Washington.  

The other key component of the optimization is maintaining resource adequacy for the region to ensure 

a reliable electricity supply to existing and any newly electrified loads. This is done using a planning reserve 

margin constraint and counting non-firm resources like solar, wind, battery storage, pumped hydro 

storage, and demand response at their effective load carrying capability (“ELCC”), based on E3’s prior 

detailed loss of load probability modeling of the Northwest region.12  

 

10 Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario Analysis, December 2017, https://www.ethree.com/projects/study-policies-
decarbonize-electric-sector-northwest-public-generating-pool-2017-present/; Pacific Northwest Zero-Emitting Resources 
Study, January 2020, https://www.ethree.com/e3-examines-role-of-nuclear-power-in-a-deeply-decarbonized-pacific-
northwest/  

11 The study examines LSRD breaching in 10 years (2032) and in 2 years (2024), based on with the approach used in the CRSO 
EIS. 

12 Resource Adequacy in the Pacific Northwest, March 2019, https://www.ethree.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/03/E3 Resource Adequacy in the Pacific-Northwest March 2019.pdf  
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This modeling framework ensures that when the LSR dams are removed from the Northwest power 

system, a least-cost replacement mix of new investments and operational changes is found. Through the 

constraints of the optimization, this least-cost replacement mix meets the same clean energy policy and 

level of reliability as a system with the LSR dams still intact. This dynamic approach considers replacement 

resource needs in the context of the evolving long-term system load and policy drivers, not just the near-

term resource mix and needs of the system today. It recognizes that significant levels of new renewable 

energy and other resources are already needed to meet long-term regional needs, ensuring that the 

replacement resource mix selected is incremental to the long-term buildout, not just an interim solution 

before clean energy policies reach their apex in the 2040s. 
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Scenario Design 

Regional Policy Landscape 

To properly understand the resources needed to replace the power services of the lower Snake River 

dams, it is critical to consider the regional policy landscape of the Pacific Northwest. In the last few years, 

the states of Oregon and Washington have adopted some of the most aggressive clean energy policies in 

the nation. While the Pacific Northwest was already a leader in renewable energy production due to its 

abundant hydropower resource, these aggressive policies will require key changes to the region. First, 

coal power must be phased out in the Northwest during this decade and, at least in Washington, carbon 

will be priced via a market-based cap-and-trade mechanism13. Second, additional zero-carbon generation 

must be added to replace that coal power and to displace remaining emissions from natural gas resources 

whose firm capacity may still be needed by the region, but which will operate less over time as electric 

carbon emissions are reduced. Ultimately, to reach a zero-carbon system, those natural gas plants must 

retire, be converted to zero-carbon fuels (such as green hydrogen), or their emissions be offset in some 

other manner. Third, economy-wide carbon reduction goals will drive the transformation of the 

Northwest transportation, building, and industrial sectors, with the general expectation of significant 

electric load growth in annual energy and peak demand. Key policies in the Northwest and California are 

summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. Policy landscape in Washington, Oregon, and California 

 

 

13 For simplicity, this study assumes a uniform carbon price across the Core Northwest region beginning in 2023.  
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imports in one hour to be offset by exported generation in another hour of the year. In the baseline load 

scenario, reaching 100% clean retail sales by 2045 results in ~85% carbon reduction compared to 1990 

levels. The zero-carbon scenario ensures that all electricity generated in the Northwest or imported from 

other regions emits no carbon emissions in every hour of the year. 

Load Growth 

With aggressive clean energy policies, load growth determines the amount of new zero-emitting 

resources that must be added to the Northwest power system. A baseline load growth scenario is modeled, 

based on the forecast in the NWPCC 8th Power Plan. A second high electrification scenario is developed 

based on the high electrification case in the Washington State Energy Strategy.16 Based on E3’s analysis 

of the electrification of transportation, buildings, and industry in that study, this scenario results in an 

additional annual energy demand increase of 28% by 2045 (above the baseline scenario) and an additional 

winter peak demand increase of 68%. The peak demand increase is high due to the electrification of space 

heating end uses, which requires replacing the significant quantities of energy provided by the natural gas 

system during extreme wintertime cold weather events with electricity. 

Technology Availability  

It is expected that the availability of emerging technologies may be critically important for replacing the 

LSR dam power services while reaching a deeply decarbonized grid. All scenarios include “mature 

technologies” such as solar, wind, battery storage, pumped hydro storage, demand response, energy 

efficiency, small hydro, and geothermal. Three scenarios of emerging technology availability are 

developed as follows: 

A. Baseline technologies: mature technologies and dual fuel natural gas + hydrogen combustion 

plants 

B. Emerging technologies: mature technologies, dual fuel natural gas + hydrogen combustion 

plants, small modular nuclear reactors, natural gas with carbon capture and storage, and floating 

offshore wind 

C. No new combustion (limited technologies): mature technologies and floating offshore wind 

All scenarios assume that the existing natural gas capacity fleet can convert to green hydrogen, i.e., 

hydrogen produced using zero-carbon electricity. However, new firm resources are needed in all scenarios 

to replace retiring resources and meet growing electric loads. 

Table 5 shows a summary of the four scenarios that are the focus of this study. 

  

 

16 See Washington State’s 2021 State Energy Strategy, https://www.commerce.wa.gov/growing-the-economy/energy/2021-
state-energy-strategy/  
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Modeling Approach 

RESOLVE Model 

E3’s Renewable Energy Solutions Model (RESOLVE) is used to perform a portfolio optimization of 

Northwest system’s electric generating resource needs between 2025 and 2045. RESOLVE is an optimal 

capacity expansion and dispatch model that uses linear programming to identify optimal long-term 

generation and transmission investments in an electric system, subject to reliability, operational, and 

policy constraints. Designed specifically to address the capacity expansion questions for systems seeking 

to integrate large quantities of variable energy resources, RESOLVE layers capacity expansion logic on 

top of a production cost model to determine the least-cost investment plan, accounting for both the up-

front capital costs of new resources and the variable costs to operate the grid reliably over time. In an 

environment in which most new investments in the electric system have fixed costs significantly larger 

than their variable operating costs, this type of model provides a strong foundation to identify potential 

investment benefits associated with alternative scenarios.   

The three primary drivers of optimized resource portfolios include:  

 Reliability: all portfolios ensure system meets resource adequacy requirements. In this case, the 

target reliability need is to meet 1-in-2 system peak plus additional 15% of planning reserve 

margin (PRM) requirement. 

 Clean Energy Standard (“CES”) and/or carbon reduction targets: all portfolios meet the clean 

energy standard and/or a carbon-reduction trajectory  

 Least cost: the model’s optimization develops a portfolio that minimizes costs 

Figure 4 illustrates the use of RESOLVE’s operational module, which tracks hourly system operations 

including cost and greenhouse gas emissions across a representative set of days, and RESOLVE’s 

reliability module, that uses exogenously calculated input parameters to characterize system reliability 

of candidate portfolios using effective load carrying capability (ELCC) for solar and wind resources. 
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Figure 4. Schematic Representation of the RESOLVE Model Functionality 

RESOLVE develops least-cost portfolios using key inputs and assumptions including loads, existing 

resources, new resource options, retirement or repowering resource options, resource costs, resource 

operating characteristics including resource adequacy contributions, a zonal transmission transfer 

topology, and new resource transmission costs.   

Northwest RESOLVE Model 

The Northwest RESOLVE model was developed in 2017 for E3’s Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario 

Analysis study.17 It uses a zonal transmission topology to simulate flows among the various regions in the 

Western Interconnection. In this study, RESOLVE is designed to include six zones: the Core Northwest 

region and five external areas that represent the loads and resources of utilities throughout the rest of 

the Western Interconnection (see Figure 5). This study focuses on the Core Northwest region as the 

“Primary Zone”—the zone for which RESOLVE makes resource investment decisions. This zone covers 

Washington, Oregon, Northern Idaho and Western Montana. The remaining balancing authorities outside 

of the Core Northwest are grouped into five additional zones: (1) Other Northwest, (2) California, 

(3) Southwest, (4) Nevada and (5) Rockies. For these zones, investments are not optimized; rather, the 

trajectory of new builds is established based on regional capacity needs to meet PRM targets, as well as 

renewable needs to comply with existing RPS and GHG policies in their respective regions, and held 

 

17 Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario Analysis - Achieving Least-Cost Carbon Emissions Reductions in the Electricity Sector, 
2017. https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/E3 PGP GHGReductionStudy 2017-12-15 FINAL.pdf  
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constant across all scenarios. E3’s WECC-wide resource mix incorporates aggressive climate policy across 

the interconnection, as described in section Baseline resources. 

Figure 5. RESOLVE Northwest zonal representation 

 

The Northwest RESOLVE model simulates the operations of the WECC system for 41 independent days 

sampled from the historical meteorological record of the period 2007-2009. An optimization algorithm is 

used to select the 41 days and identify the weight for each day such that distributions of load, net load, 

wind, and solar generation match long-run distributions. Daily hydro conditions are sampled separately 

from dry (2001), average (2005), and wet (2011) hydro years to provide a complete distribution of 

potential hydro conditions. This allows RESOLVE to approximate annual operating costs and dynamics 

while limiting detailed operational simulations of grid operations to 41 days.  

LSR Dams Modeling Approach  

The LSR dams’ capacity and operation are characterized with several input parameters that are presented 

in Section Hydro parameters. The approach taken in this analysis is to model LSR dams as an in/out 

resource to determine the dams’ replacement costs and replacement portfolio. In other words, “in” 

scenarios include LSR dams in the existing resource portfolio of Core Northwest throughout the entire 

modeling period (i.e., 2025-2045); whereas “out” scenarios exclude LSR dams with preset retirement 

dates of 2032. An earlier retirement of LSR dams, 2024, is considered in a sensitivity case. The difference 

between the costs and resource portfolios for in and out cases reveals the value of LSR dams, as shown in 

Figure 6. Total NPV costs of resources replacing LSR dams are estimated in the year of breaching the 

dams.18 NPV replacement costs are calculating using a 3% discount rate to represent the public power 

cost of capital.  

 

18 I.e. when the dams are removed in 2032, future costs after 2032 are discounted to the year 2032 to calculate the NPV 
replacement costs. 
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Figure 6. Modeling Approach to Calculate the LSR Dams Replacement Resources and Costs 

 

This modeling approach inherently considers the benefits of avoiding the LSR dams ongoing fixed and 

variable costs. The costs associated with breaching the LSR dams themselves are not included in this study. 

Other power services (i.e., transmission grid reliability services provided by the dams) are also not 

included but are summarized qualitatively in the Appendix. 

Key Input Assumptions  

Load forecast  

Base load forecast is from NWPCC 2021 Plan and is adjusted to E3’s boundary of Core Northwest which 

roughly represents 87.5% of load of the Northwest system in the NWPCC 2021 Plan. Additionally, a high 

electrification scenario is modeled which takes Washington’s State Energy Strategy high electrification 

load, scaled up and benchmarked to the Core Northwest region. The baseline high electrification load 

trajectories are displayed in Figure 7. It is notable that in the high electrification scenario, electric energy 

demand grows by about 28% by 2045 across all sectors, most noticeably in the commercial building and 

transportation sectors, to meet net-zero emissions by 2050. In the commercial and residential space 

heating sectors, electrification indicates a switch to high electric resistance and heat pump adoption, 

which will significantly impact load profiles and ultimately peak load. Hourly loads are modeled in 

RESOLVE by scaling normalized hourly shapes with annual energy forecasts. The normalized shapes are 

adopted from E3’s 2017 study Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario Analysis.19 

 

  

 

19 Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario Analysis - Achieving Least-Cost Carbon Emissions Reductions in the Electricity Sector, 
2017. https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/E3 PGP GHGReductionStudy 2017-12-15 FINAL.pdf  
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Figure 7. Annual energy load forecasts for Core Northwest 

Baseline Load High Electrification Load 

 

Figure 8 shows the peak demand impacts (including the 15% planning reserve margin) of the high 

electrification case relative to the baseline, showing a 68% increase by 2045. This high growth is driven by 

the winter peaking capacity required to replace the gas system peaking capacity to serve peak space 

heating needs.  

Figure 8. Peak demand forecasts for Core Northwest 

 

Baseline resources  

Baseline resources include the existing conventional resources such as natural gas and coal-fired 

technologies, existing nuclear capacity, hydro as well as pumped storage, battery storage, solar PV, BTM 

PV and onshore wind technologies. As shown in Figure 9, today’s Northwest system has 58 GW capacity. 

The 1,185 MW nuclear capacity in the Northwest zone remains active throughout the modeling period 

while the 670 MW local coal capacity is retired by 2025 and the 5,700 MW contracted out of region coal 

capacity is retired by 2030. The WECC 2020 Anchor Data Set is used for Northwest’s existing and planned 

resources. By 2045, about 5.8 GW additional customer PV is included as planned capacity to capture the 

growth in behind-the-meter generation forecasted in NWPCC 2021 Power Plan.  
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Figure 10. Total installed capacity for external zones 

 

Candidate resource options, potential, and cost  

A wide range of technologies and resources are made available in RESOLVE, including mature and 

emerging technologies. The list of technologies made available in each modeled scenario is presented in 

Table 7. Some technologies such as solar and onshore wind are low-cost zero-carbon energy resources 

with limited resource potential and declining capacity values. Storage resources such as battery storage 

and pumped hydro support renewable integration but show limited capacity value given the large shares 

of hydro in the Northwest region. Demand response supports peak reduction but also faces declining 

ELCCs. Energy efficiency supports energy and peak reduction but increasingly competes against low-cost 

renewables. Geothermal is relatively high cost and has limited potential but provides highly valuable 

“clean firm” capacity.  

Some emerging technologies are also made available in several scenarios to allow for firm zero-carbon 

technologies to be selected from. Hydrogen-capable generators such as dual fuel combustion turbines 

and combined cycles (i.e., capable of burning both natural gas and hydrogen) as well as retrofits of existing 

gas generators to burn hydrogen are modeled. These technologies provide low-cost capacity options with 

very high energy cost when burning expensive hydrogen fuel, therefore RESOLVE selects them for firm 

capacity needs but limits their hydrogen energy production. Natural gas with carbon capture and storage 

(CCS) technologies are moderately high cost in terms of both energy and capacity. Nuclear SMR provides 

moderately high capital cost but low operating cost for firm zero-carbon energy generation. This 

technology is made available to the model after 2035, to account for the time needed for technology 

development, licensing, and installation. Floating offshore wind is also modeled as an emerging 

technology which address onshore resource and land constraints, but is generally higher cost than 

onshore wind while providing a similar annual capacity factor to high quality Montana and Wyoming wind. 
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generation; and (3) multi-hour ramp rates, which limit the rate at which the output of the collective hydro 

system can change from one to four hours. Combined, these constraints limit the generation of the hydro 

fleet to reflect realistic seasonal limits on water availability, downstream flow requirements, and non-

power factors that impact the operations of the hydro system.  

In this analysis, hydro operating data are parameterized using conditions for three different hydrological 

years, i.e., 2001 for dry, 2005 for average and 2011 for wet conditions. For LSR dams, we use hourly 

generation data provided by BPA, which are adjusted for latest fish protection and spill constraints. For 

the remainder of the northwest hydro fleet, we rely on historical hydro dispatch data used to develop the 

TEPPC 2022 Common Case dataset. Using muti-year historical hydro operational data allows capturing the 

complete set of physical and institutional factors, such as cascading hydro, streamflow constraints, fish 

protection, navigation, irrigation, and flood control, that limit the amount of flexibility in the hydro system.  

For each RESOLVE sampled day, the hydro daily energy budget is calculated as the average of daily 

electricity generated in the month of each sampled RESOLVE day in its corresponding matched hydro 

year.23 The maximum and minimum hydro generation levels (Pmin and Pmax) are calculated as the 

absolute min and max of generation in the month of each sampled RESOLVE day in its corresponding 

matched year. Multi-hour ramp rates are estimated based on the 99th percentile of upward ramps 

observed across the three hydrological years of hourly data. In addition, for non-LSR Northwest hydro, 

the model allows 5% of the hydro energy in each day to be shifted to a different day within two months 

to capture additional flexibility for day-to-day hydro energy shift. 

  

 

23 LSR dams generate about 900 average MW of energy during an average hydro year. However, during the three years 
modeled in RESOLVE, the LSR dams produced only ~700 average MW generation for LSR dams. This means our estimate of 
the replacement cost of the dams is quite conservative relative to a longer-term expected average of ~900 MW. 
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on E3’s RECAP modeling from its 2019 Resource Adequacy in the Pacific Northwest study.24 Figure 13 

shows the initial capacity values for these resources, as well as the declining marginal contributions as 

more of the resource is added. RESOLVE uses these data points to develop tranches of energy storage and 

demand response resources with declining marginal ELCCs for each tranche. Solar and wind ELCCs are 

input into RESOLVE using a 2-dimensional ELCC surface that captures the interactive benefits of adding 

various combinations of solar and wind together. Resources on the surface (such as different wind zones) 

are scaled in their ELCC based on their capacity factor relative to the base capacity factor assumed in the 

surface, and the entire surface is scaled as peak demand grows. 

Figure 13. Solar, Wind, Storage, and Demand Response Capacity Values 

 

The capacity value for energy storage resources shown in Figure 13 are very different from those in other 

regions, such as California or the Desert Southwest, declining much more quickly as a function of 

penetration. There are two reasons for this. First, the Pacific Northwest is a winter peaking region in which 

loss-of-load events are primarily expected to occur during extreme cold weather events that occur under 

drought conditions in which the region faces an energy shortfall. These events, such as the one illustrated 

in Figure 3 above, result in multi-day periods in which there is insufficient energy available to charge 

storage resources, severely limiting their usefulness. This is unlike the Southwest, where the most 

stressful system conditions occur on hot summer days in which solar power is expected to be abundant 

and batteries can recharge on a diurnal cycle. Second, the Pacific Northwest already has a very substantial 

amount of reservoir storage which can shift energy production on a daily or even weekly basis. Thus, the 

 

24 Resource Adequacy in the Pacific Northwest, 2019. https://www.ethree.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/03/E3 Resource Adequacy in the Pacific-Northwest March 2019.pdf 
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Pacific Northwest is already much closer to the saturation point where additional diurnal energy shifting 

has limited value.   

Nevertheless, recognizing that the capacity value of energy storage is still being researched, in the 

Northwest and elsewhere, we include a sensitivity case in which energy storage resources are assumed 

to have much higher ELCC values, similar to what is expected in the Southwest at comparable penetrations. 

This test case was used to assess whether a higher energy storage ELCC would change the replacement 

resources and replacement cost of the LSR dams. The results are presented in the section Replacement 

Resources Firm Capacity Counting.   
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Results 

RESOLVE model runs for the 2025-2045 period produce optimal resource portfolios of additions and 

retirements by resource type, as well as metrics of annual and hourly resource generation, carbon 

emissions, and total system costs. This section presents the RESOLVE modeling results, focused on the 

years of 2035 and 2045 to highlight the mid-term and long-term resource needs. Following that, the result 

of the RESOLVE runs with the LSR dams breached are presented, with the replacement resource and costs 

to replace the dams’ power services. 

Electricity Generation Portfolios With the Lower Snake River Dams Intact 

In the scenarios that do not assume breaching of the LSR dams, large amounts of utility-scale solar PV, 

onshore wind, offshore wind, hydrogen-capable combined cycle, and some amounts of energy efficiency 

and demand response are selected to meet the growing electricity demand, PRM, and emissions 

reductions. Electrification load growth along with zero emissions targets drive higher needs in deep 

decarbonization scenarios (i.e., S2a, S2b and S2c) compared to the reference scenario (S1) in both 

snapshot years of 2035 and 2045. In S2b, clean firm technologies such as SMR nuclear are selected in 

place of additional onshore wind, solar and dual-fuel CCGT selected in S2a. In the absence of clean firm 

technologies (no new combustion) in S2c, massive amounts of offshore wind (~45 GW) as well as more 

battery storage, pumped storage, demand response, and energy efficiency are selected as early as 2035 

such that in this scenario, the new resource additions are almost five time the new builds in S1. These 

capacity additions increase even more substantially by 2045.  

Figure 14. Large levels of new resource additions to meet the growing load, PRM needs and 
emissions reductions (assumes LSR Dams are NOT breached) 
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As shown in Figure 15 below, all four scenarios result in a sharp near-term decline in carbon emissions, 

driven by Washington and Oregon policies that drive coal retirement this decade. By 2045, Scenario 1, 

which requires 100% clean retail sales, shows an ~85% decline in carbon emissions relative to 1990 levels. 

Scenario 2 eliminates all carbon emissions by 2045.  

Figure 15. Northwest Carbon Emissions 

 

To put cost impacts in context, a “No Policy Reference” case uses the baseline load forecast and removes 

all electric clean energy policies, retaining the region’s coal power with little emissions decline. The four 

clean energy futures modeled are compared against this Reference Case on A) their cost impacts, 

measured in incremental cents/kWh relative to the Reference, and B) their carbon emissions reductions, 

relative to 1990 levels. By 2045, as shown in Figure 16, with the region’s aggressive carbon policies in 

place, emissions can be reduced by over 80% with a relatively small cost impact (+0.6 cents/kWh relative 

to the region’s current average retail rate of 8-9 cents/kWh). Reaching a zero-carbon grid with increasing 

electric loads requires significantly more investment, increasing carbon reductions to 100% of 1990 levels, 

but also increasing costs by 3.3-14.8 cents/kWh. This range is highly dependent upon the availability of 

emerging technologies and their assumed costs. The low end assumes that low-cost small modular nuclear 

reactors become commercialized by 2035. The high end assumes no new combustion resources (such as 

green hydrogen)25 or other emerging technologies are available26, showing that relying only on non-firm 

resource additions (renewable energy, demand side resources, and short- to medium-duration storage) 

leads to much higher costs. 

 

25 The authors recognize that hydrogen can be used to generate electricity by fuel cells instead of combustion turbines. That 
scenario would look similar to Scenario 2a, where the combustion plant additions are replaced with many GW of fuel cells for 
firm capacity needs. 

26 Floating offshore wind was allowed in the no new combustion case since it was required to allow a feasible solution without 
making any other firm capacity additions available in the model. 
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Figure 16. Cost Impacts Compared to Emissions Reduction Impacts 

 

LSR Dams Replacement  

The resource replacement portfolios and costs of replacing the LSR dams are reported in this section, 

which is also focused on the midterm (2035) and long term (2045).  

Capacity and energy replacement  

In the midterm, given the expectations of load growth and coal capacity retirements resource adequacy 

needs are a primary driver of LSR dam replacement needs, with around 2 GW of additional firm dual fuel 

natural gas and hydrogen combustion plants selected to replace the LSR dams’ capacity in Scenarios 1, 2a, 

and 2b (see Table 10). (Note that, these turbines may initially burn natural gas when needed during 

reliability challenged periods but would transition to hydrogen by 2045 to reach zero-emissions.) If 

advanced nuclear is available as assumed in Scenario 2b, it replaces renewables and some of the 

combustion resource builds. In addition to firm resources, some of the LSR capacity is replaced by 

renewables in Scenarios 1 and 2a, mostly by wind resources and some battery storage. In Scenario 2c, 

with no combustion or advanced nuclear available, a very large buildout of renewable capacity (in the 

order of 12 GW) is required to replace the capacity of LSR dams, due to resource availability and the fast 

decline in solar and wind ELCCs as early as 2035. Small amount of geothermal capacity is also part of the 

portfolio in 2035. 

In the long term, the dam’s carbon-free energy is replaced by a combination of wind power and another 

“clean firm” resource when available. Scenario 2a shows additional hydrogen generation, as well as small 

levels of energy efficiency and battery storage. In Scenario 2b, the LSR dams are entirely replaced by clean 

firm capacity of hydrogen combustion plants and nuclear SMRs, whereas in Scenario 2c, a large capacity 
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annual costs in Scenario 1 and approximately a quarter of the 2045 annual costs in Scenario 2a, which 

includes additional costs for energy efficiency and hydrogen generation. 

Figure 17. Scenario 1: Capacity Replacement, Energy Replacement, and Costs28 

 

 

 

28 Regarding the “net imports” component of the energy replacement, this refers to either increased imports, decreased 
exports (generally of carbon-free energy), or a combination of both, such that RESOLVE does not need to build enough new 
generation to fully replace the LSR dams output. For instance, the region could export less hydropower to California and 
other neighbors to replace the LSR dams output without necessarily increasing Northwest carbon emissions in Scenario 1. 
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Figure 18. Scenario 2a Capacity Replacement, Energy Replacement, and Costs 
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Figure 19. Scenario 2b Capacity Replacement, Energy Replacement, and Costs 
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Figure 20. Scenario 2c Capacity Replacement, Energy Replacement, and Costs29 

 

 

Replacement costs  

The LSR dams provide a relatively low-cost source of GHG-free energy and firm capacity. Incremental costs 

for replacement resources are summarized in this section. All costs are shown in real 2022 dollars. 

 

29 NOTE: the energy replacement does not show the total potential energy output of the wind built to replace the dams, 
because much of the potential energy output is curtailed due to oversupply of wind built for resource adequacy needs. 
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Carbon emissions impacts 

LSR dams provide emissions-free generation for Northwest and depending on what these dams are 

replaced with, may impact the emissions associate with the electricity systems. The removal of LSR dams 

may potentially cause an increase in emissions over the near- or mid-term horizon. In Scenario 1, the 2024 

LSR dam breaching scenario results in substantial increases to carbon emissions through 2030, in the 

range of 1-2.8 MMT/yr or 15-25% of the annual Northwest emissions. This scenario does not have a 

binding GHG constraint, and the region meets its clean energy goals in the near term without the dams. 

RESOLVE therefore does not replace all the LSR dam energy with clean resources.  

Under 2032 breaching scenarios, small carbon emissions increases are observed in the mid-term (0.7 

MMT/yr. or 8-10% of the region’s carbon emissions in 2035 ). The economy-wide deep decarbonization 

cases all reach zero carbon emissions by 2045, so breaching the dams does not increase emissions in that 

year; RESOLVE instead builds the resources needed to replace all of the GHG-free energy. 

Additional considerations  

Depending on how the future of the electric grid evolves, there might be significant land-use associated 

with renewables expansion, more so if LSR dams are removed in conditions similar to Scenario 2c where 

significant capacity additions from solar and wind resources would be necessary.    

In terms of costs, while this study considered the replacement costs of LSR dams from the electricity 

system perspective, there are other types of services that LSR dams provide that would need additional 

cost assessment. LSR dams are used for irrigation, recreation, navigation, and transportation. Breaching 

LSD dams could impact these services and therefore, should be considered alongside the electricity 

services replacement costs. Moreover, breaching the dams itself would be an additional cost. These 

factors are addressed in more detail in the report prepared by Senator Murray and Governor Inslee.36 

Key Uncertainties for the Value of the Lower Snake River Dams 

This study explicitly captures the following key drivers of the LSR dams power service replacement 

needs: 

 Replacing the GHG-free energy, firm capacity, operating reserves, and operational flexibility of 

the dams 

Uncertainty of the LSR dam value is considered under scenarios of: 

 Clean energy policy: replacement of carbon-free power becomes increasingly critical to reach a 

zero-emissions electricity grid 

 Load growth: replacement energy and capacity needs may change with increased electrification 

and peak higher winter space heating needs 

 

36 Lower Snake River Dams: Benefit Replacement Draft Report by U.S. Sen. Patty Murray, and Washington Gov. Jay Inslee, 2022. 
Lower Snake River Dams: Benefit Replacement Draft Report (senate.gov) 
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 Technology availability: replacement is more expensive with fewer emerging technology 

resource options 

 Timing: replacement was focused on breaching in 2032, but a 2024 sensitivity was also 

considered 

Additional uncertainties regarding the value of the dams are: 

 LSR dams annual energy output: E3’s existing RESOLVE model data uses historical hydro years 

2001, 2005, and 2011 as representative of the regional long-term average low/mid/high hydro 

year conditions.  The data for the Columbia River System dams was adjusted to reflect the 

Preferred Alternative operations defined in the CRSO EIS.  However, for the LSR dams, these 

selected historical hydro years resulted in a relatively low output of ~700 average MW, whereas 

the dams may generate ~900 average MW on average across the full historical range of hydro 

conditions. Therefore, E3’s analysis likely underestimates the energy value of the dams and 

costs for replacing that extra GHG-free energy. 

 LSR dams firm capacity counting: as resource adequacy is found to be a key driver of future 

resource needs, the firm capacity contributions of the LSR dams is a key driver of their value. 

See below for further discussion of this uncertainty. 

 Replacement resource capacity contributions: if Northwest reliability challenges dramatically 

shift into the summer, this would also impact the capacity value of replacement resources. 

Directionally, this would likely increase the capacity value of energy storage, and change the 

relative value of solar and wind. It is expected that additional battery storage would be part of 

the regional capacity additions in lieu of dual fuel natural gas + hydrogen plants. See below for 

further discussion of this uncertainty.  

 Replacement of transmission grid services: this study does not focus on the transmission grid 

reliability services provided by the LSR dams. These services likely can be replaced by a 

combination of the new resources selected by RESOLVE and additional local transmission system 

investments. A qualitative summary of the transmission grid reliability services of the dams is 

summarized in the appendix of this report.  

LSR Dams Firm Capacity Counting 

Since resource adequacy is found to be a key driver of future resource needs, the firm capacity 

contribution of the LSR dams is a key driver of their value. E3 uses a regional hydro capacity value estimate 

for the LSR dams in this study, based on the PNUCC regional hydro capacity value assumption. More 

detailed follow-on ELCC studies could be done to confirm the LSR dams’ capacity value, though proper 

and coordinated dispatch of the Northwest hydro fleet would be necessary to develop an accurate and 

fair value of the LSR dams within the context of the overall hydro fleet. 

This study validated the assumed 2.28 GW of firm capacity from the LSR dams by considering BPA modeled 

LSR dams dispatch under 2001 dry hydro year conditions using the CRSO EIS spill constraint adjusted 

hourly modeling provided by BPA. Maximum January output (plus 100-250 MW of operating reserves) 

was 1.9-2.1 GW (~56-60% of total capacity), slightly less but close to the 65% regional hydro value the 

study assumes. 
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Figure 21. BPA-Modeled LSR Dam Output During the 2001 Low Hydro Year with CRSO EIS 
Preferred Alternative operations 

 

The other capacity value uncertainty is whether the Northwest will remain winter reliability challenged or 

whether reliability events will shift to the summer due to climate impacts on load patterns and hydro 

output. If reliability challenges did shift to the summer, the LSR dam firm capacity contribution would be 

significantly lower than assumed. However, E3 believes it is reasonable to assume under high 

electrification scenarios that the region will remain winter challenged due to peak space heating needs, 

as shown in figure below. 

Figure 22. Winter vs. Summer Peak Loads 

 

To address the capacity value uncertainty, a post-processing analysis was performed based on the 

replacement resources selected for firm capacity replacement. Based on this analysis performed on 

scenarios 1 and 2a, relative to the 2.28 GW assumption used in this study, it is estimated that a 1.5 GW 

firm capacity value (43%) for the dams would lower the NPV replacement costs by 9-20% and a 1.0 GW 

firm capacity value (29%) would lower the NPV replacement costs by 14-33%. 
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Replacement Resources Firm Capacity Counting 

If Northwest reliability challenges dramatically shift into the summer, this would also impact the capacity 

value of replacement resources. One key input assumption this would change is the capacity value of 

battery storage additions, which were previously limited due to the Northwest wintertime energy-

constrained reliability events causing charging sufficiency challenges for energy storage resources. To test 

whether higher energy storage ELCCs would impact the LSR dams replacement resources and replacement 

costs, a high storage ELCC sensitivity scenario was analyzed, per the ELCC inputs shown in Figure 23 below. 

This analysis was performed on scenarios 1 and 2a. 

Figure 23. Inputs for High Battery Storage ELCC Sensitivity 

 

In Scenario 1, with the LSR dams intact, higher battery ELCCs cause another 1.5 GW of batteries to be 

selected and 1.4 GW less dual fuel natural gas and hydrogen plants. In Scenario 2a, with the LSR dams 

intact, higher battery ELCCs cause another 2.4 GW of batteries and another 0.3 GW of wind to be selected, 

with 3.6 GW less dual fuel natural gas and hydrogen plants.  

When the LSR dams are assumed to be breached, the differences in replacement resources are relatively 

small. In Scenario 1, an additional ~0.2 GW of battery storage, an additional 0.2 GW of wind, and 0.2 GW 

less dual fuel natural gas and hydrogen plants are selected to replace the dams. In Scenario 2a, an 0.3 GW 

less battery storage, 0.3 GW less wind, and an additional 0.1 GW of dual fuel natural gas and hydrogen 

plants are selected to replace the dams. This is because scenario 2a builds more wind and batteries in the 

base case already with the dams not breached, so the model prefers to select fewer of those resources 

for LSR dams replacement. Annual replacement costs in 2045 are 2% lower in scenario 1 and the same in 

scenario 2a. These results indicate that higher storage ELCCs would allow the region to build less dual fuel 

natural gas and hydrogen plants, but because energy storage ELCCs eventually saturate in either case, the 

replacement resources for the dam are not significantly changed and there is little impact on the 

replacement costs. 
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Conclusions and Key Findings 

This study uses E3’s Northwest RESOLVE model to study optimal capacity expansion scenarios with and 

without the lower Snake River dams, to determine the replacement resources and cost impacts to replace 

the dams’ power output. RESOLVE is an optimal capacity expansion and dispatch model that determines 

a least-cost set of investment and operational strategies to enable the “Core Northwest” region – 

consisting of Washington, Oregon, Northern Idaho, and Western Montana – to achieve its long-term clean 

energy policy goals at least-cost, while ensuring resource adequacy and operational reliability. RESOLVE 

has been used in several prior studies of electricity sector decarbonization in the Pacific Northwest37. 

Using RESOLVE allows for a dynamic optimization that considers replacement resource needs in the 

context of long-term system load and policy drivers, not just the near-term resource mix and needs of the 

system today. The dams are assumed to be breached in 2032, except for one sensitivity that considered 

2024 breaching. 

This study’s scenario design focuses on three key variables – clean energy policy, load growth, and 

emerging technology availability – that impact the cost to replace the dams.  

Even with the dams in place, the region’s clean energy goals and potential electrification load growth drive 

a significant need for new resources. In all scenarios, significant energy efficiency and customer solar is 

embedded into the load forecast, based on the NWPCC’s 8th Power Plan. Additionally, 6 gigawatts (“GW” 

or 6,000 MW) of coal capacity is retired by 2030, while increasing carbon prices incent further clean energy 

resource additions. In Scenario 1, the regional power system is required to meet a goal of generating 

enough clean energy to provide 100% of retail electricity sales, on an average basis over a calendar year. 

This requires an additional 5 GW of solar and 5 GW of wind by 2045 to achieve the clean energy goal; 0.6 

GW of battery storage, 2 GW of demand response, and 9 GW of dual fuel natural gas + hydrogen 

combustion plants are also added to meet the region’s resource adequacy needs.  

Though all scenarios require more “firm” resources – resources that can generate when needed and 

operate for as long as needed – to meet peak loads, these resources are in higher demand in Scenario 2, 

in which all greenhouse gas emissions are eliminated from the regional power system by 2045. This 

scenario also assumes that electrification results in much higher electric loads, particularly in wintertime 

due to electrification of natural gas space heating in buildings.  The baseline scenario (2a) selects 

additional wind, solar, and geothermal to meet clean energy needs as well as demand response, some 

battery storage, and 27 GW natural gas and hydrogen dual fuel combustion plants to meet reliability needs. 

An alternative “emerging technology” scenario selects 17 GW of advanced nuclear technology (small 

modular reactors or “SMRs”) by 2045, in place of the firm capacity provided by natural gas generators 

while reducing the required quantities of wind, solar and batteries that are needed. The “no new 

combustion” scenario does not allow emerging clean firm technologies such as hydrogen combustion 

turbines, gas generation with carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) or SMRs. As a result, it requires 

 

37 Pacific Northwest Low Carbon Scenario Analysis, December 2017, https://www.ethree.com/projects/study-policies-
decarbonize-electric-sector-northwest-public-generating-pool-2017-present/; Pacific Northwest Zero-Emitting Resources 
Study, January 2020, https://www.ethree.com/e3-examines-role-of-nuclear-power-in-a-deeply-decarbonized-pacific-
northwest/  
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impractically high levels of additional onshore wind, offshore wind, and battery storage to meet firm 

capacity and carbon reduction needs, quadrupling the total installed MW of the Northwest grid by 2045. 

When the power services provided by the dams are removed from the regional power system, RESOLVE 

selects an optimal, i.e., least-cost portfolio of replacement resources that meets the Northwest’s clean 

energy and system reliability needs. These replacement resources require a large investment and come 

at a substantial cost that increase over time as the region’s clean energy goals become more stringent. In 

the latter years, the replacement costs are highly dependent on scenario-specific assumptions about the 

availability of emerging technologies. RESOLVE primarily replaces the carbon-free energy from the dams 

with additional wind power and the firm capacity with dual fuel natural gas and hydrogen combustion 

plants. Small amounts of additional energy efficiency and battery storage are also selected in some 

scenarios. By 2045, the dual fuel plants added burn additional hydrogen on low wind days to replace the 

carbon-free energy provided by the dams. Scenario 2b selects additional nuclear SMRs in lieu of some of 

the wind and gas resources. Scenario 2c disallows the new combustion plants, even those that would burn 

green hydrogen, and other emerging technologies, requiring a very large buildout of wind and solar power 

to replace both the firm capacity and the carbon-free energy of the dams. 

The long-term emissions impact of removing the generation of the lower Snake River dams will depend 

on the implementation of the Oregon and Washington electric clean energy policies. Both a 100% clean 

retail sales and a zero-carbon emissions target require replacement of most or all of the LSR dams’ GHG-

free energy. However, without additional earlier carbon-free resource investments beyond those 

modeled in this study to meet clean energy policy trajectories, carbon emissions may increase initially 

when the dams are breached, before declining by 2045 as the carbon policy becomes more stringent. 

KEY FINDINGS:  

 Replacing the four lower Snake River dams while meeting clean energy goals and system 

reliability is possible but comes at a substantial cost, even assuming emerging technologies are 

available: 

• Requires 2,300 – 2,700 MW of replacement resources  

• An annual cost of $415 million – $860 million by 2045 

• Total net present value cost of $10.7-19 billion based on 3% discounting over a 50-year time 

horizon following the date of breaching 

• Increase in costs for public power customers of $100 – 230 per household per year (an 8 – 18% 

increase) by 2045 

 The biggest cost drivers for replacement resources are the need to replace the lost firm capacity 

for regional resource adequacy and the need to replace the lost zero-carbon energy 

 Replacement becomes more costly over time due to increasingly stringent clean energy 

standards and electrification-driven load growth 

 Emerging technologies such as hydrogen, advanced nuclear, and carbon capture can limit the 

cost of replacement resources to meet a zero emissions electric system, but the pace of their 

commercialization is highly uncertain 

• In economy-wide deep decarbonization scenarios, replacement without any emerging 

technologies requires very large renewable resource additions at a very high cost (12 

GW of wind and solar at $75 billion NPV cost)  
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Appendix 

Additional Inputs Assumptions and Data Sources 

Candidate resource costs 

The technology fixed costs trajectories for candidate resource options are shown in Figure 24 and use the 

following data sources: 

 Battery Storage: Costs derived from Lazard LCOS 7.0 and E3 modeling 

 Pumped Storage: Costs derived from Lazard’s last published PHS costs (LCOS 4.0) 

 Renewables (solar, onshore, and offshore wind): Costs derived from E3’s inhouse Pro Forma 

which integrates the NREL 2021 Annual Technology Baseline 

 Geothermal: Costs derived from E3’s inhouse Pro Forma which integrates the NREL 2021 Annual 

Technology Baseline 

 Energy Efficiency and Demand Response: Costs supply curve adjusted for cost effective energy 

efficiency and DR potential from the 2021 Northwest Power Plan 

 Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS): Costs derived from E3’s inhouse “Emerging Tech” Pro Forma 

using the NREL 2021 Annual Technology Baseline and Feron et al., 2019.38  

 Nuclear Small Modular Reactor (SMR): Costs are derived from the vendor NuScale, for an “nth 

of a kind” installation of the technology they are developing 

 Gas and Hydrogen-Capable Technologies: CCGT and peaker costs are derived from E3’s inhouse 

ProForma which integrates NREL 2021 Annual Technology Baseline. New Hydrogen or natural 

gas to hydrogen upgrades include a ~10% additional cost that converges with standard CCGT 

and peaker costs by 2050 

Figure 24. All-in fixed costs for candidate resource options39 

  

 

38 Feron, P., Cousins, A., Jiang, K., Zhai, R., Thiruvenkatachari, R., & Burnard, K. (2019). Towards zero emissions from fossil fuel 
power stations. International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control, 87, 188–202. 

39 Storage costs are shown in $/kWh of energy storage. Renewable costs are shown in $/MWh. Clean firm resources (nuclear, 
CCS, hydrogen CCGT or peakers) are shown in $/kW-yr, since their $/MWh costs are a function of their runtime that RESOLVE 
would determine endogenously. 
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Carbon prices  

For carbon pricing, it is assumed that Washington’s cap-and-trade program starts in 2023 at around 50% 

of California carbon prices. For Oregon, it is assumed that a carbon price policy will be effective by 2026 

for the electric sector. Prior to 2026, the Northwest carbon price is a load weighted share of carbon prices 

in WA and OR. Additionally, it is assumed that both states will converge to California’s floor price by 2030. 

California’s carbon prices are adopted from the Final 2021 IEPR GHG Allowance Price Projections 

(December 2021). Mid carbon prices presented in Figure 26 are used in modeled cases.  

Figure 26. Carbon price forecasts for Northwest and California 

  

Operating Reserves 

It is assumed that all coal, gas, hydro, and storage resources within the Northwest zone can provide 

operating reserves. Additionally, RESOLVE allows renewable generation to contribute to meeting the 

needs for load following down; to allow for variable renewable generation curtailment to balance forecast 

error and sub-hourly variability. The following three types of operating reserve requirements are 

considered within the Core Northwest to ensure that in the event of a contingency, sufficient resources 

are available to respond and stabilize the electric grid:  

 Spinning reserves: Modeled as 3% of hourly load in agreement with WECC and NWPP operating 
standards  

 
 Regulation up and down: Modeled as 1% of hourly load  

 
 Load following up and down: Modeled as 3% of hourly load 

Modeling of Imports and Exports 

The Northwest RESOLVE model includes a zonal representation of the WECC. In modeling hourly dispatch 

during representative days, it considers the least-cost dispatch solution across the WECC, based on 

resource economics, resource operational limits, fuel and carbon prices, operating reserve requirements, 

and zonal transmission transfer limits. Imports to the CoreNW zone can occur from other neighboring 

zones; when they do a carbon adder is included for unspecified imports, while specified imports do not 

receive a carbon adder. Exports from the CoreNW zone may occur as deemed economic by RESOLVE, 

subject to other model constraints. 

Northwest California 
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• Participation in remedial action schemes: Hydropower is a robust resource for participation in 

remedial action schemes because it can withstand being suddenly tripped off-line as part of a 

RAS action. 

• Short circuit and grounding contribution: Synchronous generators (like hydropower) provide a 

large short circuit current that is important for the proper operation of protective relaying 

schemes. 

 




